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Generating a table to inform materials for a PDA Seminar.
So I created this table on two pages comparing different
conceptualisations of PDA diagnostic levels, based on
number of important areas of functioning (settings)
demand-avoidance features are expressed in.

I have used the DSM-5 Oppositional Defiant Disorder to do this (pp.462-463) &
where possible quoted the diagnostic trait from a dx category equivalent to a quote on
page 21, to note threshold where a feature is pathologised as a Disorder.
"the disturbance causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social,
occupational, or other important areas of functioning." (APA, 2013, p21).
Table lists: ADHD, autism, OCD, ODD dx thresholds. Additionally, Help4Psychology
Extreme Demand Avoidance & Rational Demand Avoidance definitions, with my own
transactional stress model for PDA.
Mild level PDA corresponds to demand-avoidance features been expressed in one
area of important functioning (either: educational, occupational, social, home, daily
living activities).
Moderate level PDA corresponds to demand-avoidance features expressed in two
areas of important functioning.
Severe level PDA corresponds to demand-avoidance features expressed in two
important areas of functioning.
Before going further, I need to say I did check comparable dx thresholds for two
attachment disorders in DSM-5 & BPD, but they lack equivalent criteria that maps
easily into the above table (although BPD is pervasive). So they are not included.

While my transactional stress model for PDA does not intrinsically view PDA as a
Disorder, the stressed &/ or distressed a person is, the more settings they will express
demand-avoidance features in. My PDA model is equivalent to models which views
PDA as a Disorder.
There are some interesting things to take from the table. That it is possible for PDA to
be a neurodevelopmental disorder, if demand-avoidance features are expressed in
only settings/ areas of important functioning.
OCD is interesting in how it gives a figure that demand-avoidance would need to be
expressed for at least one hour per day, or significant distress in the person, or impact
functioning in at least one area of important functioning.
ODD is similar to OCD, but demand-avoidance can be pathologised if it is associated
with distress in either person expressing demand-avoidant behaviour, OR other
persons around the person, like family, peer group, work colleagues. Or causing
impairment to at least one setting.
ODD wording is interesting, in how impact of the demand-avoidance can be
pathologised for the impact it CAUSES TO OTHER PEOPLE.
Help4Pscychology Extreme Demand Avoidance is equivalent to autism threshold,
which impairments to all important areas of functioning. Suggesting an unethical &
unscientific bias towards what PDA is (PDA Profile of ASD).

The purpose of the table is encourage people to think about HOW a features are
pathologised & constructed in a Disorder. Also, how arbitrary it can be to favour
anyone outlook on PDA over another.
It also shows that my PDA model can be equated to other conceptualisations of PDA.
Just as other models for PDA can be compared to each other in an equivalent
manner.

The table can be used to encourage reflection, in how ones bias impacts their
construction of PDA, & how they research PDA.
The table should be a useful tool to interrogate underlying assumptions about PDA.
Just resharing images of two pages the table is across.
End of thread.

@threadreaderapp please could you unroll.
Thank you in advance.
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